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CONTRACT WORK AUTHORIZATION REQUEST
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A contract work authorization is required because:
2. Justification
Detailed work activities, staffing, hours, fixed fee, expenses, and sub-consultants attached: 
DIRECT EXPENSES
RATE
UNITS
COSTS
Meals
Lodging
Mileage
Supplies
GPS
Miscellaneous
Subtotal
SUBCONSULTANTS
Sub Total
TOTAL
Office Director/Deputy Director
Contract Administrator
 
 
Signature
Division/District Technical Representative
Supplement Agreement Recommended (If Yes, submit WAR with Supplement Agreement)
FINAL APPROVAL SIGNATURE REQUIRED BY WORK AUTHORIZATION GROUP:
GROUP
AUTHORIZATION APPROVAL LEVEL
Designated Division or District Technical Representative
1. Less than $10,000
Contract Administrator - Division or District Engineer
2. Equal to $10,000-$100,000
Office Director/Deputy Director
3. Greater than $100,000
11.0.1.20130830.1.901444.899636
A Work Authorization Request (WAR) is required for authorizing new work activities and extending or deleting existing work activities. A WAR shall include a description of work and justification for the proposed work activities and/or additional costs.
Attach SFN 60233 Prime Consultant Request to Sublet, when adding sub-consultants. New sub-consultant indirect rate information shall be obtained and coordinated with Consultant Administrative Services (CAS).
All work must be approved by a fully executed WAR prior to the Consultant beginning the work. Any work performed by the Consultant prior to having a fully executed WAR may be performed at the Consultant's cost.  
A WAR may not be used to change the Contract Total Maximum Cost, Completion Date, Bid Ready Date, or Bid Opening Date of a contract.
All parties are responsible to ensure only consultant/engineering services and work activities as defined in the approved Contract/Agreement and authorized by a WAR are performed and invoiced appropriately.
Contract Total Maximum -The Contract Total Maximum Cost includes all costs to complete all work contemplated by and stated in the approved Contract/Agreement and any applicable Supplemental Agreement(s).  This amount cannot be exceeded without the Director's approval.
Authorization Increase Requested -The Authorized Increase Requested is the cost for work authorized by the current WAR based on the detailed work activities, staffing, labor and indirect labor, fixed fees, expenses and sub-consultant costs.  This amount should not be $0.00 (zero).
Contract Previously Authorized - The Contract Previously Authorized is the total cost authorized by previous work authorizations.
Total Authorized Amount To Date - The Total Authorized Amount To Date is the total authorized costs including the Authorization Increase Requested plus the Contract Previously Authorized.  The Total Authorized Amount To Date cannot exceed the Contract Total Maximum.
Description of Work - The description of work may be in simple form (hours and costs only) or in detailed work activities, staffing, labor and indirect labor, fixed fees, expenses and sub-consultant costs, as necessary.  Only work contemplated by the scope of consultant/engineering services, as published in the Request for Proposal (RFP), may be authorized by a WAR.  This field must be completed.
Justification - The justification is the explanation of why the proposed work authorization request is necessary. Check the box of the applicable justification and type the explanation narrative. This field must be completed. The justification is generally categorized in one or more of the following criteria:
         Added Phase  - Work activities to advance subsequent phases of work contemplated by and approved in the Contract/Agreement.  Additional Fixed Fees shall be at the rate established in the contract and payment made on a lump sum basis.
         Added or Deleted Work Activities  - Work activities that are added to, or deleted from, the work contemplated by and approved in the Contract/Agreement.  Additional Fixed Fees, if necessary, shall be at the rate established in the contract and payment made on a lump sum basis.
         Extension of Services  - An extension of services may be necessary to increase the amount or duration of previously authorized work activity or activities. For example, extension of work due to change the quantity of work, duration of work, or beyond a construction completion date, therefore requiring an extension of construction engineering services.  Additional Fixed Fees, if necessary, shall be at the rate established in the contract and payment made on a lump sum basis.
Email or Mail the completed original form to the following: 
Mail: North Dakota Department of Transportation
         Environmental and Transportation Services  - CAS
         608 E Boulevard Ave
         Bismarck, ND 58505-0700
Instructions for Completing Contract Work Authorization Request
NDDOT Internal
The NDDOT Technical Representative/Contract Administrator should coordinate with CAS regarding the need to complete a supplement agreement and make a recommendation when approving the work authorization.  A supplement agreement should be considered in the following situations:
       1. The WAR includes work activities that were not contemplated by and approved in the Contract/Agreement. 
       2. The Total Authorized Amount To Date is ≥ 80% of the Contract Total Maximum, 
       3. Five or more, Group 1 - work authorizations for added work or extended work have been approved by the Technical Representative. 
Generally, a WAR authorizing a subsequent phase should not require a supplement agreement. 
If an adjustment to the Contract Total Maximum is not currently warranted, the WAR then gives proper documentation for a future supplement agreement if necessary.
Distribute the completed form to the Consultant and add to the project file.
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